CRIZMAC Journeys of Art and Soul
Participant Information Form
Please complete this form and return it to CRIZMAC at your earliest convenience. You can enter the information
directly on your computer and then save the file and email it as an attachment to steviemack@crizmac.com. If
you prefer, you may also print it out and fax it to 520-323-6194 or mail it to: CRIZMAC, P.O. Box 65928, Tucson,
AZ 85728-5928, Attn: Stevie Mack.

Name of Tour
Full Name
Street Address
City

State

Phone (include area code): Home

ZIP
Mobile/Other

Email
Emergency Contact Info.
Occupation

If Teacher, Years and Grade Taught

Food Restrictions: Vegetarian

No Red Meat

Other

Flight Arrival Time and Date
Airline and Flight Number
Flight Departure Time and Date
Airline and Flight Number
Roommate Choice

Smoker: Yes

No

Have You Traveled with CRIZMAC before? If so, Where and When?

Will you be celebrating a birthday or anniversary during this seminar? If so, when?

Statement of responsibility for travel seminar participants
This travel seminar is organized by CRIZMAC Art and Cultural Education Materials, Inc. The
undersigned is a participant in this travel seminar.
Participants acknowledge and understand that CRIZM AC, the seminar leaders, Stevie Mack, Kathleen
Williams, William Fry, Nancy Walkup, and third party providers are not responsible or liable for any
delays, delayed departures or arrivals, missed carrier connections, accidents, loss, damage, or injury to
person or property. Travel seminar organizers and leaders cannot assure that travel arrangements will be
on schedule or without certain disruption; accordingly, participants acknowledge and agree to accept all
responsibility for loss or additional expenses due to delays or other changes in the means of
transportation, other services, sickness, weather, strikes, or other unforeseen circumstances.
Participants acknowledge and understand that should they become involved in any legal problems
during the course of the seminar, they will attend to the matter personally with personal funds.
Participants acknowledge and understand that in the event a participant becomes detached from the
group, fails to meet a departure van or airplane, or becomes sick or injured, the participant will bear full
responsibility to seek out, contact, and reunite with the group at the next possible destination.
Participants acknowledge and understand that neither CRIZMAC nor the seminar leaders, assume any
liability whatsoever for loss, damage, destruction, or theft to luggage or personal belongings.
Participants acknowledge that they have been advised to purchase travel insurance and that they have
either retained adequate insurance or have sufficient funds to replace any such belongings.
Participants are aware that there are certain risks inherent in all domestic and international travel, and for
which neither CRIZMAC nor the seminar leaders may be held liable. Participants are aware of their
personal medical needs and hereby assure seminar organizers and leaders that they have consulted with
appropriate medical personnel with regard to their medical requirements for the duration of this trip.
Neither CRIZMAC nor the seminar leaders can be responsible for attending to the medical needs of
participants or for the medical costs or fees associated with medical treatment.
Participants understand and acknowledge that absolutely no refunds for program fees will be made after
departure. There are certain unrecoverable costs that may be assessed to the participant if cancellation is
necessary prior to departure.
While every effort will be made to carry out all activities as planned and advertised, participants
acknowledge the right of CRIZMAC and seminar leaders to withdraw any part of the field study trip for
appropriate reasons and to make any alterations, deletions, or modifications to the itinerary and/or
academic program deemed necessary.
I have read, understand, and agree to the above conditions.

Please print name

Signature and date

